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Magazines Available at Flipster (eLibraryUSA)
1. American Craft
Published by the American Craft Council,
American Craft magazine celebrates the makers whose
work enriches our lives, presenting unknown innovators
and established masters, bringing new points of view to
the craft community. American Craft is a wish book that helps creative
people see the world with fresh eyes. Its memorable stories and
images inspire readers to craft a conscientious, expressive life they
feel good about and celebrates the age-old human impulse to make
things by hand.
2. The Atlantic
Published since 1857, The Atlantic is one of the
nation's oldest and most prestigious monthly magazines
covering major issues in politics, foreign affairs, the
economy and cultural trends.
3. Bloomberg Businessweek
Delivers the business information you need: surprising
and timely perspectives on the most important issues of
today and unique stories you won't find anywhere else.
With Bloomberg Businessweek you'll have the insights
you need to take advantage of the new reality and thrive in today's
complex global economy.

4. Entrepreneur
The trusted source for growing your business and
offers surefire strategies for success. Whether you are
thinking of starting a business, have taken the first steps
or already own your business, Entrepreneur offers the
best advice on every aspect of running your own company.
5. Fast Company
Dedicated to reporting about how the "fast
companies"; entrepreneurs, and cutting-edge are doing
what they do.
6. Forbes
Has a unique voice in its coverage of global
business stories. Whether it's reporting on the "next
facebook" or scrutinizing a new tax law, Forbes covers
stories with uncanny insight and conciseness that
hurried business folks appreciate.
7. Foreign Policy
The premier, award-winning magazine of global
politics, economics, and ideas. Our mission is to explain
how the world works -- in particular, how the process of
global integration is reshaping nations, institutions,
cultures, and, more fundamentally, our daily lives.

8. MIT Technology Review
With a mission to equip its audiences with the
intelligence to understand a world shaped by technology.

9. National Geographic
The flagship magazine of the National Geographic
Society. Each issue takes an adventurous look into
cultural exploration as well as social and environmental
changes that impact life on Earth. Stories about the
people and places of the world are humanized by the emphasis on the
symbiotic bond between Earth and its inhabitants.
10. National Geographic Traveler
When you get a subscription to National Geographic
Traveler magazine, you get amazing articles on traveling
throughout the United States, Canada and abroad.
Reviews are given by true travel pros. And of course, the
photography of each issue will be so breath-taking, you convince
yourself that you need to plan that next trip right away.

11. National Review
America's leading conservative voice for news
and opinion, offers multi-platform solutions to deliver
advertising and events to an influential, and highly
educated audience of government insiders, corporate
leaders, financial sector gurus, and engaged individuals across the
country.
12. The New Yorker
A national weekly magazine that offers a
signature mix of reporting and commentary on politics,
foreign affairs, business, technology, popular culture and
the arts, along with humor, fiction, poetry and cartoons.
Founded in 1925, The New Yorker publishes the best writers of its time
and has received more National Magazine Awards than any other
magazine, for its groundbreaking reporting, authoritative analysis,
and creative inspiration. The New Yorker takes readers beyond the
weekly print magazine with the web, mobile, tablet, social media and
signature events. The New Yorker is at once a classic and at the leading
edge.
13. O, The Oprah Magazine
A personal growth guide that will give women
the tools they need to explore and reach for their
dreams. Aiming to give smart women confidence to
express their individual style and to make choices that
will lead to a happier more fulfilling life.

14. Popular Mechanics
A publication covering a variety of topics,
including home improvement, automotive needs,
electronics, computers, telecommunications, outdoors,
fitness and science and technology.
15. Popular Science
The "What's New" magazine of modern science
and technology. Each issue covers the latest
developments in cars, electronics, communications,
tools, energy, aviation, science, space exploration, and
much more.
16. Reader's Digest
Offers something unique: the very best advice,
information and inspiration from multiple sources,
condensed into an easy-to-read digest. In each issue
you'll get trusted, time-saving insights about Health,
Personal Finance, Work, Family, and National issues, PLUS exclusive
book excerpts, news-making interviews, and humor.
17. Rolling Stone
Definitive source for music and pop culture
trends. In addition, find culture and social commentary
on current news and events.

18. TIME
Signature voice and trusted content make it one
of the most recognized news brands in the world.
Offering incisive reporting, lively writing and worldrenowned photography, TIME has been credited with
bringing journalism at its best into the fabric of American life. Every
issue delivers a deeper understanding of the world we live in.
19. Wired
Makes sense of a world in constant
transformation. We tell an ongoing adventure story-the
invention of the future. The WIRED conversation
illuminates how technology is changing every aspect of
our lives-from culture to business, science to design. The
breakthroughs and innovations that we cover lead to new ways of
thinking, new connections, and new industries. We introduce you to the
people, companies, and ideas that matter. WIRED reaches more than
30 million people each month through WIRED.com, our tablet edition,
the magazine, social media, and live events.

Online Information Resources
Online information resources are available at the MMSUAmerican Corner (AC) through the:

Your Gateway to Vital Information
and Extensive Learning
A virtual library that provides access to more than 30 databases
of authoritative and continually updated information ranging from current
events and business news to science, technology, culture, and the arts.

For more information resources, please visit the
MMSU-AC.
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